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Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s travels across Punjab have imprinted in our soil the essence 
of his ideology, which continues to inspire and imbibe us with his enlightened spirit 
and philosophy. The commemoration of his 550th birth anniversary this year is an 
iconic moment in our history, which we are proud to celebrate with a variety of unique 
programmes and events.
To mark this historic occasion, this special edition, Guru Nanak’s Blessed Trail, has been 
produced by the Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs, Government of Punjab, 
through Lonely Planet, the global leader in travel publishing. 
It chronicles the travels of Sikhism’s founding Guru, and the transformative experiences he 
had since his boyhood. It charts the course of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s various encounters, 
which deepened his belief in the idea that universal love, brotherhood and equality are the 
routes to spiritual salvation.
Guru Nanak’s Blessed Trail takes us along Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s sacred journeys, 
traversing through the gurdwaras and villages made sacred by his presence. It introduces 
us to the legends that marked his meditative journey, the miracles scripted by him, as 
well as his devoted family and friends, who were companions on his spiritual sojourns. 
It is an invaluable companion for all of us as we embark on our own odyssey of discovery 
of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s spiritual journeys, and the lessons of eternal truth we can 
learn from them.
It gives me immense pleasure and pride to introduce this special edition on the historic 
occasion of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s 550th Prakash Purb.

Amarinder Singh
Chief Minister, Punjab

CHIEF MINISTER, PUNJAB
Foreword
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Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji, the founder of the Sikh faith, was one 
of the greatest spiritual leaders of all time. Raised in a Hindu 
home and conversant with Islamic traditions, the Guru had 
a deep understanding of spirituality and his teachings were 
original and continue to be relevant and universal to this date. 
His teachings, expressed through remarkable poetry, speak of 
equality, brotherhood and peace. He laid down a set of guiding 
principles that he believed led to a spiritually fulfilling life, 
and these are followed by millions of Sikhs globally. 

• There is one God This tenet forms the very foundation 
of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s teachings. He believed there was 
one ultimate reality and one God, who was fearless, sans 
enemies and self-existent. The Sri Japji Sahib, a prayer at the 
beginning of Sri Guru Granth Sahib, describes Sri Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji’s belief in this God.

• Ego is an impediment Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji believed 
that ego, falsehood and hypocrisy were a deterrent to spiritual 
pursuits. Chanting the name of God, he said, would purge a 
mind of these ills.

An Introduction

5

Left Artwork depicting Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji with his travel companions  
© Wellcome Collection
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• Kirat karo, Naam japo, Vand chhako Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji advocated sharing 
one’s wealth with the community and helping the less fortunate. He emphasised the 
importance of hard and honest work, and spiritual devotion by chanting God’s name.

• All humans are born equal Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji advocated dissolving differences  
and living as one community. By instituting the practice of the langar, community 
kitchens that fed people regardless of caste, status or gender, he set the right example for 
his followers.

• Women are equal to men Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji believed that women should be 
treated with the same respect as men. He spoke out strongly against the notions of 
women being impure and inferior.

• Eschew rituals and idolatry The Guru’s belief in an omnipresent God enabled him 
to see divinity in all creation. He urged his followers to reject empty rituals, the caste 
system and stone idols.

• Follow a Guru Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji believed that a Guru (mentor) was necessary to 
achieve and maintain a spiritually progressive life. 

• 550th Prakash Utsav In a fitting tribute to one of the greatest spiritual leaders who 
ever walked this earth, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s 550th Prakash Utsav (birth anniversary) 
is drawing global attention. Year-long celebrations around the world will culminate on 12 
November, the day on which Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s birthday is traditionally celebrated. 
An exponential rise in visitors is expected in Punjab and other places of prominence in 
the Sikh tradition. Gurdwaras historically associated with Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji are 
likely to receive the maximum attention and are preparing to receive the faithful.

6

Right Manuscript art © Dasam Granth manuscript 1825 and 1850/ Public Domain 
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In the 15th century, medieval Indian society was battling divisive forces. On the one hand, 
the country was bearing the brunt of Afghan oppression. Common people in society were 
subjected to exploitative and mindless rituals and customs. It was in these dark times 
that a messiah was born, who founded a new religion and delivered the world.  

Birth of a Guru Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji was born in the early hours of a mid-April day 
in 1469. Traditionally, however, his birthday is celebrated on the full moon night in the 
month of Kartik (October–November). His father Kalu Bedi (also known as Mehta Kalu) 
was a well-regarded patwari (revenue official), and his mother Mata Tripta belonged to 
Chahal near Lahore. Sri Guru Nanak’ Dev Ji’s place of birth, a village called Rai Bhoen 
Di Talwandi in the Sheikhupura district of Pakistan, has been renamed Nankana Sahib 
and is home to the grand Gurdwara Janam Asthan Sahib built in commemoration of the 
Guru’s birth. As they watched their thoughtful and intelligent son grow up, it was clear to 
the Guru’s parents that he would, one day, be an extraordinary individual.

A Curious & Thoughtful Mind The young Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji displayed early signs 
of both a generous spirit and a curious mind. He showed an inclination to meet the holy 
men who passed through his home town. A bright student with a natural gift for poetic 
expression, he was disinclined towards the family vocation of accounts and finance. As he 
grew older, he began to question the rituals his own family practised, and he refused to 
be vested with the janeu, the sacred thread customarily worn by Brahmins. His refusal to 
mindlessly adhere to traditional practices dismayed his parents no end, and set him on a 
path to confrontation with his father. 

Spiritual Signposts The Householder Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji moved to Sultanpur Lodhi at the behest of his 
elder sister Bebe Nanki Ji. The siblings enjoyed a deep affectionate bond that would last 
till the end of her life. She was the first to recognise the extraordinary and unconventional 
genius of her younger brother. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji needed no persuasion to relocate, 
and soon took up employment as a manager of stores for the local ruler, Daulat Khan. 
At the age of 18, he married Bibi Sulakhni of Batala, and they had two sons Sri Chand 
and Lakhmi Das. They continued to live in Sultanpur for a considerable amount of time. 
Hence, Sultanpur Lodhi is a sacred site that saw the young Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji find his 
enlightenment and emerge as a Guru.

8

Bottom Many gurdwaras in Punjab are marked by Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s sacred presence © Samast_D/Shutterstock 
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After he moved to Sultanpur Lodhi, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s inclination towards 
spirituality and enlightenment was increasingly apparent. After his morning bath, he 
would meditate under a ber tree near the Kali Bein. One morning, when he was 28 years, 
he disappeared into the waters of the rivulet, resurfacing three days later to pronounce 
the words that form the basis of Sikhism: ‘There is no Hindu, there is no Mussalman.’ 

Journeys of Faith

Udasis Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji travelled extensively across India and west Asia, mostly 
on foot, accompanied by his lifelong friend, the rabab-strumming minstrel Bhai Mardana. 
These spiritual journeys undertaken to spread the message of the Almighty were called 
Udasis. He is also said to have climbed Mount Kailash to hold discussions and debates 
with highly accomplished yogis.

First Udasi (1500–1505) Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s first Udasi led him from Sultanpur 
Lodhi across north India to parts of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, to what is 
now north-eastern Pakistan, north east India and to parts of Bangladesh. 

Second Udasi (1506–1509) The Guru’s second Udasi began in Sultanpur Lodhi and took 
him across Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, southwards across parts of Tamil Nadu, Kerala, 
Karnataka, westwards to Goa, Maharashtra and Gujarat. He is also said to have visited 
parts of northern Sri Lanka. 

Third Udasi (1514–1516) Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji set off from Kartarpur and spent this 
travel period in parts of the Himalayan region, and he visited Jammu and Kashmir, 
Ladakh and Tibet. 

Fourth Udasi (1518–1521) Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji journeyed to parts of Pakistan, Arabia 
and West Asia to visit Mecca and Medina, Baghdad, Jerusalem, Afghanistan and other 
significant religious centres of the time. 

Rooted in Kartarpur After his last Udasi, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji built a community on 
the banks of the Ravi at Kartarpur (now in Pakistan). He spent the remaining years of his 
life as a farmer and passed away in 1539 at the age of 70. His ashes were moved to Dera 
Baba Nanak after heavy floods caused damage to his final resting spot in Kartarpur. 

1110

Left Miniature art depicting a debate between Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji and holy men 
© Public Domain/ A painting from the British Library between 1828 and 1830
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Founder of a World Religion  Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s ideas and philosophy emerged 
from living in a deeply divided social environment that was entrenched in superstition 
and bigotry. Above all things, he wanted to liberate people from their medieval mindsets 
and hypocrisy. As illustrated by accounts in the janamsakhis (anecdotal life stories) 
about his early life and subsequent travels, he employed derision, humour, caution and 
informed argument to drive home his point. He questioned baseless rituals, and he spoke 
out emphatically and persuasively against discrimination on the lines of caste, creed and 
gender. He also emphasised the importance of being a responsible, involved householder 
and discouraged asceticism as a means to spiritual enlightenment. 

Greatness of Women At that time, prevailing societal norms did not consider women 
worthy of elevation and stated that the path to attaining moksha was meant for men 
alone. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji believed that divine realisation was equally open to all 
people, regardless of their gender. He spoke out firmly against women being considered 
impure, and insisted on according them a position of great importance in society. 

Sangat & Pangat Seeking to put an end to antiquated, false ideas of social difference, 
Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji introduced the concepts of sangat (the congregation) and pangat 
(neat rows). He highlighted the equality of all members of the congregation in the 
eyes of the creator, asking his followers to be seated together in neat rows to partake 
of simple meals (langar) without distinguishing between rich or poor, man or woman, 
high-born or otherwise.

The Guru’s Tenets

12

Left The Guru believed in equality and the brotherhood of man © Wall mural art at Gurdwara Baba Atal Rai Sabji, Amritsar
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gurunanak’sblessedtrail

This guide is researched and written by 
Puneetinder Kaur Sidhu
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The ANcIeNT TowN of SulTANpur loDhI is venerated as the most sacred 
site by the faithful. This is where Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji stayed the 
longest, for nearly 15 years, in the 15th century. The Gurdwara Ber 
Sahib is a majestic, white monument and stands by an ancient ber tree 
that has given this pristine gurdwara its name. This is the sacred site 
where Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji would sit in contemplation on the river 
bank at dawn, under the leafy canopy of a ber (Zizyphus) tree, before 
leaving for work. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji had observed this practice 
throughout his residence in Sultanpur Lodhi, infusing it with a spiritual 
aura. The high-ceilings and polished silver door give a regal touch to 
this structure. The massive sarovar  here is of recent vintage, and was 
commissioned by Maharaja Jagatjit Singh of Kapurthala during his rule. 
In the basement of the gleaming white shrine in the gurdwara stands 
the Bhora Sahib. It is a hallowed spot and is found teeming with the 
faithful every Masya (occasion of the new moon). 

Gurdwara Sri Ber Sahib

legend sri Guru nanak Dev Ji would regularly take a dip in the River kali 
Bein. One day he failed to resurface after his bathing ritual at the river. the 
attendant watching over his clothes raised an alarm, but all rescue efforts 
drew a blank. Just as his family and followers began fearing the worst, he 
reappeared three days later at a different spot – at the cremation ground by 
the kali Bein, a few miles from where he had disappeared.

• Sultanpur Lodhi, Kapurthala
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Left Gurdwara  
Sri Ber Sahib   
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 
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GurDwArA SrI huT SAhIB commemorATeS the time Sri Guru Nanak Dev 
Ji worked in the modikhana (store) of which he was in-charge. It is a 
short walk away from Gurdwara Ber Sahib.
Inside this beautiful building, with its brilliantly painted ceiling, is 
a collection of nine stone weights nestled on a velvet spread, now 
burnished by touch and time. These were the weights the Guru is 
believed to have used while dutifully dispensing provisions. Encased in 
glass, they lie in close proximity to the marble Palki Sahib atop which 
rests Sri Guru Granth Sahib covered in shimmering silk. The young Sri 
Guru Nanak Dev Ji was a diligent supervisor of the granaries and stores 
of the local ruler, Shiqdar Daulat Khan, and won himself much praise. 
This, despite an initial reservation about his interest in things temporal; 
a consequence of an earlier incident when he had used up the money his 
father entrusted him for trade to feed hungry sadhus.

Gurdwara Sri Hut Sahib

legend this describes the miracle of the Guru’s generosity towards the poor. at 
the shop, the Guru often distributed goods free to the poor, uttering ‘tera, tera’ 
while doing so, since everything on earth belonged to the divine and could be 
shared with the needy. there was a danger that he would be accused of stealing 
from the state inventory and subsequently punished by torture, mutilation and 
even death. However, when the store’s inventory was conducted, it miraculously 
revealed an excess and not the expected shortfall of goods. an impressed and 
apologetic Daulat khan, wished to reward sri Guru nanak Dev Ji, who requested 
the proffered monies to be distributed among the needy.

• Sultanpur Lodhi, Kapurthala

Right A display of the 
stone weights used 
by the Guru 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 
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Gurdwara Bebe Nanki Ji Sahib
• Sultanpur Lodhi, Kapurthala

BuIlT IN hoNour of The exceptional Bebe Nanki Ji, the Guru’s elder 
sister and lifelong confidante, this serene shrine is near Gurdwara Hut 
Sahib. It was completed in the year 1970 under the supervision of the 
late Bibi Balwant Kaur (MBE) and Baba Kartar Singh, with donations 
received from around the world. Bebe Nanki Ji’s birthday is marked by 
special celebrations from 2–4 April each year.

bebe nanki ji sri Guru nanak Dev Ji moved to sultanpur Lodhi at the 
behest of his elder sister Bebe nanki Ji and her husband Jai Ram. she was the 
first to recognise the extraordinary spiritual quality of her younger brother, 
with whom she shared an affectionate bond all through her life. sri Guru 
nanak Dev Ji was equally fond of his sibling who constantly sheltered him 
from their father’s disappointment at his indifference towards the family’s 
business interests. He needed no persuasion to relocate closer to his sister, 
whom he dearly missed since her marriage at a young age, and with whom 
he would live for a considerable part of his life, while employed as a manager 
of stores with the local government. it was Bebe nanki Ji who would find 
sri Guru nanak Dev Ji the perfect life partner in Bibi sulakhni, eventually 
mother to their two sons, sri Chand and Lakhmi Das. Bebe nanki Ji also stood 
resolutely by her sister-in-law when sri Guru nanak Dev Ji set out on his 
travels even taking sri Chand under her wing. 

Right Wall mural 
art at Gurdwara 
Bebe Nanki Ji 
Sahib 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 
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ThiS SiTe marKS The SpoT when Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji was detained 
while the state’s granary’s inventory was being examined following a 
false charge of stealing against him. 
This small shrine, hemmed in by residences on all sides, is located in 
the older section of Sultanpur Lodhi and is accessed through a narrow 
alley that opens into the forecourt of the gurdwara. Enclosed within 
the sanctum is a tiny low-roofed and marble-clad cell where the Guru 
was confined after a false complaint was lodged against him. Paintings 
depicting this incident are hung on the walls of this cell. A notable one 
is that of Daulat Khan expressing regret and asking for forgiveness from 
the Guru after the truth was discovered.

Gurdwara Sri Kothri Sahib

legend this gurdwara is associated with the legend of Hut sahib, where 
sri Guru nanak Dev Ji was accused of misappropriation of provisions from 
the modikhana or store. Following complaints by fellow workers, he was 
summoned to the office of Jadu Rai, the accountant-in-chief. a thorough 
perusal of the accounts revealed that to the contrary, it was the state which 
owed sri Guru nanak Dev Ji a sum of some 760 rupees. as had become his 
habit, he refused to accept the money, asking for it to be dispersed to those 
in need. the disenchantment that this episode resulted in led the Guru, it is 
believed, to discontinue his service soon after. 

• Sultanpur Lodhi, Kapurthala

Left Artwork of 
the Guru offering 
discourse 
displayed in the 
Gurdwara Sri 
Kothri Sahib  
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 
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ThiS gurdwara marKS The houSe Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji and Bibi 
Sulakhni lived following their marriage, and also where their two sons 
were born. It is around the bend from Gurdwara Sri Kothri Sahib.
This elegant, marble-clad gurdwara with a golden-tiled dome has a 
façade punctuated by a cantilevered balcony with fine carving and 
pietra dura panels. The doorway is intricately carved and encased 
in beaten silver. The brightly painted ceiling of the Darbar Sahib 
(sanctum) is surrounded by equally brilliant floral motifs in coloured 
mirror work. In the gurdwara’s expansive front yard stands a deep and 
narrow well that the household drew water from. The water drawn from 
this well, which was served to all those who gathered here and partook 
of the Guru’s langar, is still lined with its original nanakshahi bricks. 
Today, the well is aesthetically encircled by sandstone jaali panels. 

Gurdwara Sahib Guru Ka Bagh

what lies beneath Enshrined in the gurdwara’s basement is a cubical red 
brick structure that was home to the Guru and his family. His sons sri Chand and 
Lakhmi Das were born here. this is where Bebe nanki Ji cooked and served meals 
to her brother when he was unmarried. the structure has an engraved brick 
casing and thick columns and colourful stringlights wrapped around the frieze.

• Sultanpur Lodhi, Kapurthala
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Top The painted 
motifs of the 
Durbar Sahib   
Right Gurdwara 
Sahib Guru Ka 
Bagh  
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 
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ThiS gurdwara marKS The riverSide SiTe where Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji 
re-emerged after 72 hours to pronounce: ‘There is no Hindu, there is no 
Musalman’. On the western outskirts of Sultanpur Lodhi, away from the 
main cluster of shrines, this gurdwara is located in close proximity to 
the cremation ground where the Guru resurfaced after being submerged 
in the Kali Bein for three days. It is here that he is believed to have also 
composed the Mulmantra, the opening stanza of Sri Japji Sahib, the 
Sikh morning prayer. The Mulmantra is acknowledged as the essence of 
the Sikh faith. An arched circular building behind the main shrine will 
house an interactive multi-media centre and repository about Sri Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji and the faith he founded.

Gurdwara Sant Ghat Sahib 
• Sultanpur Lodhi, Kapurthala

general teachings from the mulmantra
• Ek Onkar  There is one God

• Sat nam  Eternal truth is his name

• Karta purakh  He is the sole creator 

• Nirbhau He knoweth no fear 

• Nirvair  Is at enmity with no one

• Akal Murat  His being is timeless and formless

• Ajuni He is not incarnate

• Saibhang He is self-existent

• Gurparsad Attainable he is through the grace of the Guru, the enlightener 

source: Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji - His Life & Teachings by Roopinder singh

28

Left The main 
shrine of the 
gurdwara  
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 
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The gurdwara iS beLieved To be the place where Sri Guru Nanak Dev 
Ji was asked to prove that he belonged to followers of all persuasions by 
his critics. The Gurdwara Sri Antaryamta Sahib is a lovely double-storey 
building with a high central dome and chhatris. The gleaming white 
shrine has an expansive, palm-tree studded frontyard surrounded by 
rooms for devotees wishing to stay. Paintings, visually depicting this 
anecdote from the Guru’s life, hang in the colonnaded verandah that 
wraps around the sanctum.

Gurdwara Sri Antaryamta Sahib

legend On being asked whether he was a Guru to Hindus or Muslims, Sri 
Guru nanak Dev Ji replied ‘to everyone’. He was then asked to offer namaazat 
at the nearby mosque by those gathered around him. He joined them but 
did not participate in the customary rituals that the salaat entailed. When an 
angry congregation demanded to know why, he said he had, just like them 
– been merely physically present while letting their thoughts to wander. He 
went on to point out that one of the noblemen had been thinking about 
the horses he wished to purchase from kandahar; and the qazi was worried 
about a newborn female calf falling into the well in his courtyard. anecdotal 
legends similar to this abound, especially during his Udasis, the travels he 
undertook to spread his message and persuade people to shun empty rituals 
and baseless superstitions.

• Sultanpur Lodhi, Kapurthala
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Right Artwork on the 
legend of Gurdwara 
Sri Antaryamta 
Sahib  
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 
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Guru Nanak Parao Sahib 
• Fatehabad

3534

ThIS SpoT IS coNSIDereD SAcreD because Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji and 
Bhai Mardana stayed here when they had set out on the first Udasi.
The Guru left Sultanpur Lodhi on the first of four sacred journeys that 
were known as Udasi in the beginning of the 16th century. Located on 
a busy, stall-lined road in the village of Fatehabad, Gurdwara Sri Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji Parao Sahib is where the Guru is believed to have stayed 
the night. He was accompanied by Bhai Mardana, his lifelong friend 
and travelling companion. They were on their way to Sultanwind near 
Amritsar, and they reportedly reached Fatehabad after spending a few 
days in Goindwal by the River Beas. 

Bottom Gurdwara 
Guru Nanak Parao 
Sahib  
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 
Right Miniature artwork 
showing the Guru with 
Bhai Mardana   
© Miniature Painting, 
Sikh School 1825 - 
1850/Public Domain 
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Pilgrims are often 
found reciting the 
Sri Japji Sahib on 
every one of the 
84 steps leading 
down to the well’s 
sacred waters of 
the gurdwara.

ThIS GurDwArA IS commemorATeD as one of the most important  
Sikh pilgrimage sites after Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji halted here on his 
first Udasi, but it was established by the third Guru, Sri Guru Amar 
Das Ji.
Situated on the banks of the River Beas, Goindwal was once an 
important ferry port on the erstwhile Imperial Road connecting Delhi 
and Lahore. Though Goindwal Sahib is more closely associated with Sri 
Guru Angad Dev Ji and Sri Guru Amar Dass Ji, a strong oral tradition 
suggests Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji also stayed in Goindwal for three days 
on his first Udasi en route to Sultanwind from Sultanpur Lodhi. He 
was accompanied by Bhai Mardana, his special travel companion, who 
played the rabab (a lute-like stringed instrument from central Asia), 
while the Guru sang his divine compositions. 
The covered stepwell, or baoli, which the shrine borrows its name from 
was built by Sri Guru Amar Das Ji, the third of the ten Sikh Gurus. This 
baoli is considered the first tirath sthan (pilgrimage spot) for Sikhs. 
Paved with 84 marbled steps, the stepwell was built to provide rest and 
water for the increasing number of Sikh pilgrims visiting the town 
their Guru called home. The stairway to the baoli is divided down the 
middle, and the section for women is curtained off for privacy.

Gurdwara Baoli Sahib Ji
• goindwal Sahib

36

Left Gurdwara 
Baoli Sahib Ji 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 
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ThiS gurdwara memoriaLiSeS Sri guru NaNaK dev Ji’S multiple visits to 
this spot with his devoted companions Bhai Mardana and Bhai Bala*; this 
is the spot where they created and sang the first renditions of the shabad-
kirtan or sacred compositions. Enter through a carved marble archway 
into the strikingly beautiful complex of the Sri Gurdwara Tapiana Sahib, 
which contains a massive sarovar, or holy pool, with a tree for parikrama 
or circumambulation. This is a special shrine marked by the sacred 
footfalls of nine of the ten Sikh Gurus. Sri Guru Angad Dev Ji had stayed 
at Khadoor Sahib for many months, following the teachings of Sri Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji, before he was anointed as the second Guru.

Gurdwara Sri Tapiana Sahib

bala janamsakhi Legend tells us that it was at sri Gurdwara tapiana sahib 
that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s close associate Bhai Bala narrated the janamsakhi of Sri 
Guru nanak Dev Ji to sri Guru angad Dev Ji. an aged Bhai Bala is believed to have 
passed away at khadoor sahib; a marble platform, a samadhi, to the left of the main 
shrine marks the spot where he was cremated by sri Guru angad Dev Ji himself.

• Khadoor Sahib

Legend has it that the tradition of serving kheer (rice pudding) as a part 
of the langar began at this gurdwara in the 16th century. the practice 
was initiated by Mata Khivi, the wife of Bhai Lehna, loyal companion to 
sri Guru angad Dev Ji. an ancient well harking back to this time, from 
which Mata Khivi is believed to have drawn water to serve the sangat is 
located in the basement of the multi-level langar hall.
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Right Gurdwara Sri 
Tapiana Sahib  
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 

* the presence of Bhai 
Bala during the Udasis 
is a matter of debate 
among historians.



‘From a woman is man born
Inside her is he conceived  
To woman is man engaged

And woman he marries
Woman is man’s companion

From woman come into being new 
generations’

Sri Guru Granth Sahib, page 18

Source: Guru Nanak – His Life and Teachings 

by 

Roopinder Singh

4140

‘God does not mind our caste or 
birth; learn the way of truthful living, 
since it is our deeds that proclaim our 

caste and respect.’ 
Sri Guru Granth Sahib, page 1330

Source: Guru Nanak – His Life and Teachings 

by 

Roopinder Singh
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ThiS gurdwara marKS The SpoT where the home of Sri Guru Angad Dev Ji’s 
paternal aunt Mai Bharai once stood. He had stayed in this place for over six 
months on Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s instructions. Local tradition has it that 
Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji called on Bhai Lehna, who would later become Sri 
Guru Angad Dev Ji, while he was residing in his aunt Mai Bharai’s home. 
Later, when Bhai Lehna was pronounced the second Guru, Sri Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji asked him to relocate from Kartarpur to Khadoor Sahib. Sri Guru 
Angad Dev Ji is said to have locked himself in a room in his aunt’s home to 
meditate and to contemplate on his upcoming anointment. 

Gurdwara Mai Bhrai Ji Sahib
• Khadoor Sahib

ThIS GurDwArA IS ASSocIATeD wITh Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s first 
Udasi because he made a brief halt here on his return to Sultanpur 
from Pakpattan. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s admiration for Fariduddin 
Ganjshakar, also known as Baba Farid, led him to the 12th century 
Muslim mystic’s shrine in Pakpattan (now in Pakistan) on his first 
Udasi. There, he met with Sheikh Ibrahim, a descendant of Baba 
Farid’s, as well as with the khadim of Baba Farid’s mausoleum. Sheikh 
Ibrahim was also known as Farid Sani, a moniker that has led to the 
common misconception that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji met Baba Farid, who 
actually predated him by about three centuries. That Sri Guru Granth 
Sahib includes 123 compositions by Baba Farid, however, is indicative 
of the great influence his philosophy had on Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji.

Gurdwara Guru Nanak  
Parao Sahib

• Jalalabad, Khadoor Sahib
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Bottom The shrine 
at Gurdwara Mai 
Bhrai Ji Sahib 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 

Top Left Gurdwara 
Guru Nanak Parao 
Sahib; Top Right 
the shrine 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 
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ThIS GurDwArA commemorATeS a trip Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji made to 
visit Bhai Kalu, one of his most devoted followers, when Bhai Kalu was 
unable to travel to meet the Guru. 
Located close to Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s ancestral village of Dehra 
Sahib, the waters of the sarovar in this shrine are said to have 
miraculous powers. The Guru is believed to have bestowed this gift 
on Bhai Kalu himself, and he declared that a dip in the sacred pool 
would help sickly and fever-ridden children recover. Today, a strong 
oral tradition keeps this legend alive. Enclosed within a small air-
conditioned and flat-roofed room next to the gurdwara is the cloth-
wrapped samadhi of Bhai Kalu.

Dera Baba Bhai Kalu Ji Sahib
• Korre vadhoan

ThIS GurDwArA commemorATeS Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s stay in Dialpur 
on his return from a visit to Lahore. After a halt at both Khalra and Ami 
Shah while returning from Lahore, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji is said to have 
stayed in Dialpur for three weeks (22 days precisely). He was accompanied 
by Bhai Mardana, Bhai Bala* and Bhai Ramu on that particular visit. 
As Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji prepared to leave the town, the congregation 
requested that one of his disciples stay there to cement his connection with 
the village. The Guru is believed to have directed Bhai Ramu to stay in 
Dialpur and advocate his message of universal brotherhood to one and all. 

Gurdwara Dhan Dhan  
Baba Ramu Sahib Ji

• dialpur

according to some 
traditional accounts, Bhai 
Ramu is also said to have 
served the second and 
third Gurus at Goindwal 
sahib, carrying milk, 
butter and firewood for 
the langar every day.
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Top The sarovar  
at Dera Baba  
Bhai Kalu Ji Sahib 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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Bottom Gurdwara 
Dhan Dhan Baba 
Ramu Sahib Ji 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 

* the presence of Bhai 
Bala during the Udasis 
is a matter of debate 
among historians.
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ThiS ShriNe marKS Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s visit to Verrowal to meet 
and debate with a local pir called Shah Madar.
Local tradition, supported by the sewadars at the shrine, holds that 
this newly renovated gurdwara dedicated to the founder of the Sikh 
faith commemorates his meeting with Shah Madar, a well-regarded pir 
who resided in Verrowal. The pir’s mazaar (mausoleum) is a short walk 
away and lies directly behind the gurdwara and it is maintained by the 
local village committee. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s visit to this place finds 
mention in the Puratan Janamsakhi or the oldest extant janamsakhi.

Gurdwara Sri Guru Nanak  
Dev Ji Sahib

• verrowal

Gurdwara Patshahi Pehli Sahib
• Khalra
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ThIS GurDwArA wAS BuIlT To commemorate Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s visit 
to Khalra as he travelled eastwards with Bhai Mardana during his first 
Udasi. According to the Mahan Kosh, an encyclopedia of Sikh literature, 
Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji is said to have halted here sometime in the 
year 1501 following a discourse with farmers in Patti, a village nearby. 
He is also believed to have set up a dharamsaal, a centre for spiritual 
discourse, in Khalra. He advocated the principle of ‘Kirat karo, Naam 
japo, Vand chhako’ or ‘Work, pray and share your earnings with your 
fellow humans’ as a way of life, that found resonance among his true 
followers. The present shrine was built in 1989 and is located in the 
middle of the crowded village. It is accessed through an alley that winds 
through the village.

Top Left & Right 
Gurdwara Patshahi 
Pehli Sahib 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 

Bottom Left 
Gurdwara Sri Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji Sahib  
Bottom Right A 
painting of Sri 
Guru Nanak Dev Ji 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 
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ThIS GurDwArA eNShrINeS The Neem Tree under which Sri Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji rested on his visit to Ami Shah in 1501.
Pleased with the reception he received during his stay in Ami Shah, Sri 
Guru Nanak Dev Ji declared the village to be shaahan da shah (king of 
kings), and the gurdwara was built to commemorate this trip. When you 
enter the premises of the gurdwara, you can see the ancient neem tree 
that the Guru sat under, its trunk encased in glass. A small room next to 
the tree marks the exact spot where the Guru is said to have meditated. 
The gurdwara records also suggest that this place was the dharamshala 
of Baba Pal Dass of the Udasi sect. There are two-domed structures that 
are said to be samadhis of his successors.  

Gurdwara Shaheedan Sahib 

the udasi sect the Udasi or Udasin should not be confused with the 
journeys that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji undertook around the subcontinent. Udasin 
refers to the religious order who follow the teachings of sri Chand, sri Guru 
nanak Dev Ji’s first-born. Unlike his father who encouraged a social existence, sri 
Chand advocated udas, the sanskrit word for asceticism and detachment. several 
significant sikh shrines, including the sri Harmandir sahib, were managed by the 
Udasin in the 18th and 19th centuries, especially during the reign of Maharaja 
Ranjit Singh.

• ami Shah
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Right Gurdwara 
Shaheedan Sahib  
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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ThiS gurdwara marKS Sri guru NaNaK dev Ji’S viSiT to Patti during his 
first Udasi. A newly constructed shrine atop a raised platform stands 
across the courtyard from where an old brick structure is located. 
Sewadars at the gurdwara recount that this rundown structure was a 
mosque that once housed Sri Guru Granth Sahib, which now rests inside 
the current sanctum. Several traditions, including the Mahan Kosh, 
mention Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s association with Patti and his discourses 
he held with the local farmers. It is believed that a flat-roofed structure by 
the side of the gurdwara is where the discourses may have been held.

Gurdwara Sri Guru  
Nanakpuri Sahib 

• patti
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Left The old brick 
structure of the 
Gurdwara Sri Guru 
Nanakpuri Sahib 
Top The gurdwara  
©Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 

this spot is deemed holy following 
sri Guru nanak Dev Ji’s association 
with Patti and his discourses he held 
with the local farmers.
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ThiS gurdwara LocaTed iN Sri guru NaNaK dev Ji’S ancestral village 
honours the birthplace of his father, Mehta Kalu.
Formerly called Pathewind, Dehra Sahib is where the Guru’s 
grandfather Shiv Ram, a farmer, owned and tilled his land. The Guru’s 
father Mehta Kalu was born and educated here. His job as a patwari 
employed by Rai Bular, the local ruler, took Mehta Kalu to Rai Bhoi Di 
Talwandi (now Nankana Sahib in Pakistan) in 1469, the period during 
which Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji was born. 
On his visit to Sultanpur to meet his sister Bebe Nanki Ji, Sri Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji, Bhai Mardana and Bhai Bala* stopped at the village for 
a few days at his father’s behest. A gurdwara was first built here in the 
1920s enclosing a well the Guru may have drawn water from. The present 
structure with a large sarovar was built many decades later in 1958.

Gurdwara Dehra Sahib
• dehra Sahib, Lohar

legend During his visit to Dehra sahib, the Guru is believed to have met with 
resentful relatives who thought he had come to claim his share of the family 
property. Despite any protestations to the contrary, the allegations continued. sri 
Guru nanak Dev Ji told them that both life and material things last for a limited 
time and advised them not to cling to ephemeral things. Legend has it that true to 
the Guru’s words, the village lost its material prosperity and was gradually emptied 
of human habitation and lay abandoned. Much later, Sri Guru Hargobind Ji, the 
sixth Guru, visited the mound that was once Pathewind and constructed a tiny 
memorial in sri Guru nanak Dev Ji’s name and called it Dehra sometime in the 
17th century.
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Left Gurdwara  
Dehra Sahib  
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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* the presence of 
Bhai Bala during the 
Udasis is a matter 
of debate among 
historians.
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ThiS gurdwara marKS The SpoT where Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji rested 
while he was travelling from Sultanpur Lodhi to Gurdaspur.
Accompanied by Bhai Mardana, the Guru rested at Sathiala, then called 
Mughlani, on his way to Gurdaspur. He set up camp by the village pond, 
and here he sang and preached to a largely Muslim gathering. When one 
of the women placed her sick child at Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s feet, he 
directed her to bathe the child in the pond. The legend is that the child 
soon became healthy again and ever since then, the waters of the pond 
have been believed to have curative powers. 

Gurdwara Sri Nanaksar Sahib
• Sathiala

5756

Bottom & Right 
Gurdwara Sri 
Nanaksar Sahib 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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ThIS GurDwArA houSeS a wooden pillar Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji gifted to 
the people of Udoke Khurd after an extended stay in the village. 
Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji once promised Bibi Isri, the young daughter of 
a devoted follower who lived near Khadoor Sahib, that he would visit 
her. Years later, the Guru visited her marital home in Udoke Khurd. By 
some accounts, he stayed there for nine months and 26 days, spending 
the time in discourses and singing his compositions near a well on the 
outskirts of the village. When he was preparing to depart, the villagers, 
feeling bereft, requested him to leave a remembrance behind. With 
little to offer by way of material things, the Guru gave them a thamm (a 
wooden support) used to hold up the rafters in his modest dwelling as a 
symbolic gesture of continued support and protection.

Gurdwara Thamm Sahib
• udoke Khurd, baba bakala
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Left & Top Gurdwara 
Thamm Sahib 
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ThIS ShrINe wAS BuIlT above a well next to which Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji 
is said to have preached during his nine-month stay in Udoke Khurd.
Guru Ka Khooh Sahib is located a short walk away from Thamm Sahib, 
and consists of a circular structure that encloses the well, its archways 
covered in wired mesh. The surface of the inner walls has been 
completely plastered over, and a light bulb hangs roughly halfway down 
to light up narrow niches, which are said to be built with bricks laid by 
the Guru himself. A narrow set of steps leads to a small sanctum right 
above the well. The massive canopy of a gnarly old peepal tree towers 
over its surroundings including over the well that harks back to Sri 
Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s time.

Gurdwara Guru Ka Khooh Sahib
• udoke Khurd, baba bakala

‘O Nanak, the Master is such  
as unites everyone.’

Sri Guru Granth Sahib, page 72

Source: Guru Nanak – His Life and Teachings 

by 

Roopinder Singh

6160

Bottom Right & Left 
Gurdwara Guru 
Ka Khooh Sahib   
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 
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ThIS GurDwArA eNShrINeS the ber tree said to have sprung from a log 
that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji once sat upon in Veroke.
To better understand the philosophies of other religious and spiritual 
beliefs, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji visited Veroke to meet with Shah 
Bakhtiar, a Muslim fakir who lived here. Local tradition states that the 
two holy men exchanged ideas on mystical and spiritual matters while 
seated on a fallen ber tree. After they left, the dead wood is believed 
to have been revived and grown shoots. The leafy trees now sprawled 
across a side yard of the gurdwara, waving almost as high as the 
structure itself, are said to be descendants of that ber tree.

Gurdwara Ber Sahib
• veroke, ajnala

the serene double-storeyed 
gurdwara is fronted by an 
expansive sarovar and sees a 
substantial increase in visitors 
on full moon days. 
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Left Prayer reading 
Top Gurdwara Ber 
Sahib  
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ThIS ShrINe IS coNSIDereD SAcreD because the ber tree on the premises is 
believed to have been planted by Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji himself.
This marble shrine gets its name from an ancient, many-trunked ber 
tree that spreads like a green embrace across and beyond the courtyard 
to its left. While Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji was on his way from Saurian 
to Dera Baba Nanak, he rested on a sand dune in the vicinity along 
with Bhai Mardana. It is said that he stayed here for two days on the 
insistence of a devoted follower and before leaving, he planted a twig as 
a remembrance. Legend has it that the remarkable tree we see today has 
grown from that twig.

Gurdwara Ber Sahib
• dharamkot

6564

Right Gurdwara 
Ber Sahib Bottom 
The ber tree in the 
complex   
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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the Gurdwara nanaksar 
sahib commemorates the 
Guru’s stay in saurian.

aSSociaTed wiTh Sri guru NaNaK dev Ji’S FirST udaSi, Gurdwara 
Nanaksar Sahib commemorates the Guru’s stay in Saurian en route to 
Dera Baba Nanak. 
The remains of medieval monuments, shrines, mosques and dargahs 
that dot the village and flank its narrow, cobbled streets speak of 
Saurian’s ancient spiritual history. The village is built on the banks of 
the Saki Nullah that flows through rural Ajnala. 
The large gurdwara that replaced a one-room structure built in 1986 
marks the spot where the Guru rested and debated with the Pathan, 
Ubarey Khan and his spiritual master Sheikh Mallo. 
Some accounts say that convinced by Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s 
philosophy and ideas, both Khan and Mallo eventually became  
his followers.

Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib
• Saurian
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ThiS gurdwara marKS Sri guru NaNaK dev Ji’S visit to Ram Tirth with 
his devoted travel companions, Bhai Bala* and Bhai Mardana.
Ram Tirth is a pilgrimage centre associated with the sage Valmiki. Sita is 
said to have sought refuge in his ashram before giving birth to Luv and 
Kush. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s visit to Ram Tirth finds mention in the 
Twarikh Guru Khalsa, a history of the Sikhs written in the 19th century. 
The legend goes that it was here that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji exposed the 
deception of a priest who claimed to have seen God and was offering 
the same experience to his followers for money. He had Bhai Bala move 
the priest’s kamandala (container for alms) out of sight while he was 
meditating. When the priest opened his eyes and began looking for the 
container, the Guru asked the priest how he could see God when he 
couldn’t see where his own kamandala was. The gurdwara is located in 
Kaler village near the turn for Ram Tirth.

Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib Ji
• ram Tirth

ThIS GurDwArA wAS BuIlT in memory of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s stop in 
Verka on his way to Batala from Nankana Sahib. 
The Mahan Kosh tells us that the Guru made a brief stop at this small 
suburb, north of Amritsar en route to Batala. The shrine encloses a 
massive sarovar, which was once a pond besides which Sri Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji performed his shabad-kirtan. A woman in the congregation is 
said to have asked him to cure her sickly child, and he responded by 
pointing to the waterbody and asking for the child to be bathed there. The 
child recovered swiftly and since then, the water of the sarovar has been 
believed to have curative powers.

Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib
• verka
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Bottom Gurdwara 
Nanaksar Sahib Ji  
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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Top Gurdwara 
Nanaksar Sahib  
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* the presence of 
Bhai Bala during the 
Udasis is a matter 
of debate among 
historians.
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ThiS ShriNe ceLebraTeS The birThpLace oF baba budha Ji, one of the 
most venerated figures in Sikhism. Born in 1506 to Bhai Suggha and 
Mai Gauran in the village of Kathu Nangal, Baba Budha Ji lived for over 
100 years. A contemporary of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s, he remained 
a devoted follower of six of the 10 Gurus, and had the privilege of 
initiating five of them into their guruship. He is believed to have laid the 
foundation for Dera Baba Nanak, and he oversaw the construction of 
the Sri Harmandir Sahib from the shade of a ber tree which still stands 
on the parikrama of the shrine. Following the installation of Sri Guru 
Granth Sahib in the sanctum sanctorum, Baba Budha Ji was appointed 
the first priest of Sikhism’s most sacred shrine. He also supervised the 
building of the Akal Takht. He passed away in 1631 at the age 125 and 
the sixth Guru, Sri Guru Hargobind Ji, presided over his final rites. 
Local folklore has it that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji visited Kathunangal 
when Baba Budha Ji’s parents passed away.
The expansive, high-walled complex located on the Amritsar-Batala 
road houses a massive langar hall, an equally large congregation hall, a 
sarovar and several rooms to serve as accommodation for devotees. The 
shrine is splendidly illuminated on Baba Budha Ji’s birth anniversary in 
October when special celebrations are held in his memory.

Gurdwara Janam Asthan  
Baba Budha Sahib Ji

• Kathunangal

the legend of Baba Budha ji has it that a thoughtful young boy was grazing his cattle, 
when he spotted sri Guru nanak Dev Ji passing by. By some accounts, this was in the 

village of Pakhoke near Dera Baba Nanak, near the well of the local landlord, Ajitta 
Randhawa. While paying obeisance, the boy asked the Guru for deliverance from the 
cycle of birth and death. When sri Guru nanak Dev Ji asked the boy why he wished 
for such a worldly release at his tender age, he told the Guru that he had seen some 
soldiers destroying crops in the village—they had first mowed down the ripe ones 

before the unripe ones. Observing the soldiers, he asked how could anyone prevent 
death from taking the young before the old? stirred by his profound question, sri Guru 

nanak Dev Ji is said to have named him Budha (old and wise) despite his young age. 
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Right Sacred 
reading at 
Gurdwara Janam 
Asthan Baba 
Budha Sahib Ji  
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The DerA JANAm ASThAN commemorATeS the birth of Baba Budha Ji, a 
highly venerated figure. The dera, often a settlement, is located a short 
distance across the highway from the Gurdwara Janam Asthan Baba 
Budha Ji Sahib, and it is said to mark the actual place of his birth. The 
dera lies directly behind another small gurdwara and a langar hall built 
facing the busy highway. This smaller shrine has a similar name as the 
main gurdwara across the highway. A room to the left of the sanctum 
encloses an ancient well believed to date back to Sri Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji’s time. Local folklore has it that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji visited 
Kathunangal when Baba Budha Ji’s parents passed away. These visits 
find mention in Jeevan Charittar Baba Budha Sahib Ji, a biographical 
account of Baba Budha Ji written by Bhai Mangal Singh.

ThIS GurDwArA hoNourS the spot where Baba Budha Ji was cremated  
in 1631. The Guru is believed to have visited these parts in 1518. He rested 
beside the Ravi, which then coursed through the region now known as 
Ramdas. A spotless complex with a gleaming marble shrine and a large 
sarovar was constructed in the place where Baba Budha Ji was cremated. 
Sri Guru Hargobind Ji, the sixth Sikh Guru, visited an ailing Baba Budha Ji. 
On his passing, the Guru presided over and conducted all the funerary rites 
himself. The sprawling premises of this shrine include a congregation space 
below the sanctum as well as a sizeable langar and diwan hall.
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Top Dera Janam 
Asthan Baba Budha 
Sahib Ji 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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Bottom Gurdwara 
Samadh Baba 
Budha Sahib Ji 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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Dera Janam Asthan  
Baba Budha Sahib Ji

• Kathunangal

Gurdwara Samadh  
Baba Budha Sahib Ji

• ramdas
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ThIS ShrINe commemorATeS the place that Baba Budha Ji called home 
for nearly 22 years in his later life. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji is believed to 
have visited these parts in 1518. He rested beside the Ravi, which then 
coursed through the region now known as Ramdas. Located in front 
of the house that Baba Budha Ji lived in for the last two decades of his 
life, the gurdwara is built in the space where he is believed to have spent 
time in meditation and singing the shabad-kirtan. An air-conditioned 
glass enclosure at the far end of the tranquil sanctum houses the slab 
of marble he would sit upon while absorbed in thought and prayer. A 
well in the courtyard of the thick-walled house, towards the back of the 
gurdwara, harks back to Baba Budha Ji’s time. The façade of the double-
storey dwelling was renovated recently.  

Gurdwara Tapp Asthan  
Baba Budha Sahib Ji

• ramdas

“Millions have perished for want of 
compassion and forbearance.” 
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Top Gurdwara 
Tapp Asthan Baba 
Budha Sahib Ji 
Right Artwork in 
the gurdwara  
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ThiS ShriNe commemoraTeS Sri guru NaNaK dev Ji’S viSiT to Kiri 
Afghana in the Gurdaspur district to meet with a Muslim pir.
Both the Puratan Janamsakhi and Janamsakhi Meharban mention  
Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s visit to Kiri Afghana (also known as Kiri 
Pathana), a remote village near Harchowal in Batala. This is not to 
be confused with a village of the same name near Kahnuwan. Local 
tradition suggests that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji came this way to meet 
and debate with Daula Shah, a Muslim pir who lived here. Indeed, a 
short distance away, is the grave of the mystic, enclosed in a room and 
tended to by the villagers. Currently, a larger shrine is being built on 
the premises, and the original flat-roofed structure will be relieved of its 
role as sanctum once construction is complete.

Gurdwara Sri Guru Nanak  
Dev Ji Sahib

• Kiri afghana, batala

ThIS GurDwArA wAS erecTeD IN memory of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s 
visit to Achleshwar Dham on the festive occasion of Shivaratri. The 
gurdwara stands opposite the Achleshwar Temple, and the shrines share 
a large sarovar, which is used by both communities. A ber tree in the 
front yard of the Gurdwara Sri Achal Sahib Ji is believed to have been 
planted by Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji himself.

Gurdwara Sri Achal Sahib Ji
• chahal Kalan, achal batala

legend sri Guru nanak Dev Ji visited the achleshwar temple during the 
shivaratri fair after settling into a farmer’s life in kartarpur. Local legend holds 
that he was welcomed by one and all except a handful of nath yogis who 
called him a hypocrite, saying that he pretended to be a fakir but was really 
a householder. the Guru calmly replied that he had never shunned his social 
responsibilities and asked them, in turn, how they laid claim to being ascetics 
when they begged for material alms from householders.
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Top Gurdwara  
Sri Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji Sahib 
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ThIS ShrINe houSeS A porTIoN of a mud wall that Sri Guru Nanak Dev 
Ji sat beside when he arrived in Batala to wed Bibi Sulakhni in the 
year 1487. Located deep inside the old bazaar of Batala, Gurdwara Sri 
Kandh Sahib Ji marks the place where the 18-year old Nanak is said to 
have gathered with his baraat (wedding procession) before proceeding 
to his bride Bibi Sulakhni’s home. When a lady passing by pointed out 
that the kandh (wall) they were waiting next to was unsafe and could 
collapse, the Guru is believed to have allayed her fears by saying that 
the wall would not yield for ages, and it would always be a reminder of 
their wedding. A large section of the wall has been preserved and placed 
atop a marble platform enclosed in glass in the sanctum right next to 
Sri Guru Granth Sahib. A visual depiction of this event has been placed 
inside the glass casing, and it can also be seen represented in framed 
artworks around the shrine. Despite being in the centre of a bustling 
market with space constraints, the shrine includes a langar hall and 
accommodation options for the faithful.

Gurdwara Sri Kandh Sahib Ji
• batala

 gurdwara kandh sahib ji receives a large 
number of pilgrims around the Guru’s wedding 

anniversary in the months of august and september.

8180

Right Artwork 
depicting devotees 
paying homage to 
the Guru  
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ThiS gurdwara marKS The SpoT where The weddiNg ceremony of Sri 
Guru Nanak Dev Ji and Bibi Sulakhni took place in 1487.
Gurdwara Dera Sahib is just around the corner from Gurdwara Kandh 
Sahib and can be reached after squeezing through a narrow street winding 
through the busy bazaar. This is believed to be Bibi Sulakhni’s parental 
house; she was born here to Baba Mul Chand and Mata Chando Rani. The 
brick platform where the wedding ceremony was conducted is on the raised 
ground floor of the double-storeyed shrine. Sri Guru Granth Sahib has been 
installed atop this sanctified spot in an air-conditioned glass enclosure. A 
small langar hall is located on the right of the entrance. A stairway leads to 
the upper level which has a large hall and a metal-doored sanctum.

Gurdwara Dera Sahib Ji
• batala

ThiS ShriNe marKS a haLT ThaT Sri guru NaNaK dev Ji made on the 
journey back to Sultanpur the day after his wedding.
As per tradition, a day after the wedding, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji and 
his newly-wed wife, Mata Sulakhni, left her parental home in Batala 
for Sultanpur Lodhi. The baraat (wedding procession) made a stop at 
Vadala Granthian early in the morning, where it is said they rested 
briefly, refreshed themselves and began their journey again. Legend says 
that before leaving for their destination, the Guru buried his datun (a 
twig used to clean the teeth) hereabouts. 
As you make your way towards the large sarovar of the gurdwara, the 
flahi (Acacia modesta) tree seen on the premises is believed to have 
grown from that same twig. A low-arched structure with glass panes 
beside the tree displays a painted representation of this visit. Every year, 
the memory of this visit is celebrated with much fervour on the day 
after Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s viaah (wedding).

Gurdwara Phlahi Sahib Ji
• vadala granthian/gurdaspur
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Bottom Artwork 
in the gurdwara 
depicting the 
Guru’s wedding 
ceremony  
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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Top Left Gurdwara 
Phlahi Sahib Ji Top 
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ThiS ShriNe marKS Sri guru NaNaK dev Ji’S trip to Kathiala during his 
second Udasi.
A beautiful building surrounded by lush, green fields, Gurdwara Guru 
Ka Bagh Sahib, located outside the village of Kathiala, commemorates 
the Guru’s meeting with two Muslim mystics, Pir Abdul Rahman and 
Mian Mitha Siyal. They lived in this village and by some accounts, the 
descendant of one of them still does. The fields around the gurdwara 
were once date palm orchards, and that is where Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji 
is believed to have met and debated with the duo. A long flight of marble 
steps leads to the sanctum above the massive langar hall and is enclosed 
by verandahs on all sides.

Gurdwara Guru Ka Bagh Sahib
• Kathiala, dera baba Nanak

ThiS marKS The SiTe ThaT Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji sat and deliberated with 
Muslim mystics. The Gurdwara Thara Sahib is a small shrine, nearly 
dwarfed by a giant peepal tree in front of it and is located right next to 
Gurdwara Guru Ka Bagh Sahib, and it has the same origin legend as 
the latter. Local tradition holds that Pir Abdul Rahman was the first of 
the two mystics to meet Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji. A brick platform in a 
recess below the sanctum marks the exact spot of their meeting. Deeply 
influenced by his interaction with Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji, the pir asked 
his disciple, Mian Mitha Siyal, who belonged to Kathiala, to follow suit. 
Mian Mitha returned unimpressed as Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji had very 
different ideas. His spiritual master, however, insisted on a conversation, 
and the goshti (long deliberation) that ensued convinced Mian Mitha 
about Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s message of universality. 

Gurdwara Thara Sahib
• Kathiala, dera baba Nanak
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Bottom Gurdwara 
Guru ka Bagh 
Sahib  
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Top Gurdwara  
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ThIS ShrINe IS where mIAN mIThA SIyAl reportedly debated with Sri Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji long and hard before surrendering to his philosophy.
Gurdwara Ghosht Asthan Sahib is located in the middle of the 
picturesque Kathiala village. Its nishan sahib, encircled by a covered, red 
brick tower, dominates the skyline here and can be seen from a distance. 
A few minutes’ walk from a residence said to be Mian Mitha’s – his grave 
is located here – is where Pir Abdul Rahman is believed to have returned 
with his disciple to hold a discourse with Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji. The 
goshti took place where this shrine now stands. 

Gurdwara Ghosth Asthan Sahib
• Kathiala, dera baba Nanak

ThIS GurDwArA wAS BuIlT in memory of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s 
18-year-long stay in Kartarpur, now in Pakistan, and is the site of Thara 
Sahib where the Guru’s ashes are interred.
After completing his spiritual journeys, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji settled 
in Kartarpur with his family, living and farming in these parts till the 
end of his life. After the Guru’s passing, there were floods in the Ravi 
which devastated Kartarpur and Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s samadhi. 
Thus, Baba Sri Chand interred his father’s ashes in Dera Baba Nanak, a 
safe distance from the river. Thara Sahib inside the sanctum marks that 
sacred spot. The well on the premises of the Gurdwara Darbar Sahib is 
called Sarji Sahib and dates back to the Guru’s time. This is where the 
Guru and Bhai Mardana rested on their way to meet Mata Sulakhni and 
the children after completing an Udasi.

Gurdwara Darbar Sahib
• dera baba Nanak

so close, and yet so far about a kilometre from 
Gurdwara Darbar Sahib, on the border that Punjab shares 
with Pakistan, a Border security Force (BsF) post hosts a 
powerful telescope on a raised platform. it allows countless 
devotees to catch a glimpse of a gleaming white gurdwara, 
also called Darbar sahib, across the international border in 
Pakistan. it is one of the most hallowed shrines of the faith, 
one that the sikh community across the world hopes will 
become easily accessible once the kartarpur Corridor is 
completed. this corridor is likely to facilitate easy passage 
to the shrine and back for valid permit holders. 
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Bottom Left 
Gurdwara Ghosth 
Asthan Sahib 
Bottom Right A 
painting of Sri 
Guru Nanak Dev Ji 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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Bottom Sarovar at 
Gurdwara Darbar 
Sahib  
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ThiS ShriNe hoNourS bhai aJiTTa raNdhawa, a wealthy landlord who 
became a fervent follower of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s teachings and way 
of life. The Guru’s father-in-law was employed as a patwari with Ajitta 
Randhawa, a wealthy landlord. He had moved to Dera Baba Nanak, 
which was then called Pakhoke Randhawa. Local tradition suggests 
that Ajitta Randhawa was greatly influenced by Sri Guru Nanak Dev 
Ji’s spiritual message and gradually became one of his most devoted 
disciples. He is believed to have had his first meeting with the Guru 
at a well which, by some accounts, existed on the premises of this 
atmospheric Gurdwara Sahib in Pakhoke Mehmaran village on the 
outskirts of Dera Baba Nanak. 

Gurdwara Bhai Ajitta  
Randhawa Ji Sahib

• pakhoke mehmaran, dera baba Nanak

‘Why revile her, of whom are born 
great ones of the earth’. 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib, page 473

Source: Guru Nanak – His Life and Teachings 

by 

Roopinder Singh
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Though Named aFTer Sri guru hargobiNd Ji, the sixth Guru, Gurdwara 
Patshahi Chhevi is also known for being visited by Sri Guru Nanak Dev 
Ji, whose visit to this serene shrine in the rural countryside of Moga is 
documented by the presence of sacred objects. A copper plate and a seal 
linking this shrine to Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji were found during the kar 
sewa (construction) of this gurdwara. The seal had the word ‘Nanak’ 
embossed on it; the copper plate bears a Punjabi inscription, ‘Nanak tapa 
ihan rame’ meaning ‘Nanak, the ascetic, visited here.’ The other side of 
the plate bears the inscription, ‘Pehli patshahi chhemi aae’, which means 
‘The first Guru and the sixth Guru came here.’ These sacred items are now 
believed to be held in the archives of the Sri Harmandir Sahib in Amritsar. 

Gurdwara Patshahi Chhevi Sahib
• daudhar garbi

ThIS SpoTleSS complex commemorATeS Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s nearly 
40-day stay in Takhtpura with his travelling companions Bhai Mardana 
and Bhai Bala*. The current building of the gurdwara, located at the 
furthest end of the complex, was built in 1975. It was constructed over 
the spot from where Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji is believed to have addressed 
congregations and sung his spiritual compositions. Bhai Mardana would 
accompany him on the rabab; a rabab can be seen in front of Sri Guru 
Granth Sahib in the main sanctum, but this is from a later period. Multiple 
shrines are arranged around a central sarovar, and the largest of these 
honours, the subsequent visit of Sri Guru Hargobind Ji, the sixth Guru, in 
the year 1634. The structure on the right of the entrance of the complex 
was built in memory of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji’s visit while he was on 
his way to Mukstar Sahib after the Battle of Chamkaur Sahib in 1704.

Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib
• Takhtupura
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Bottom Gurdwara 
Patshahi Chhevi 
Sahib 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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Top Gurdwara 
Nanaksar Sahib  
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* the presence of Bhai 
Bala during the Udasis 
is a matter of debate 
among historians.
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accordiNg To a LocaL LegeNd, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji made a brief halt 
in Dharamkot on his way from Sultanpur on his second Udasi.
A covered well is located a short walk outside and away from the 
gurdwara complex at the end of a long flight of steps. It is this well that 
lends its name to Gurdwara Nanaksar Baoli Sahib. Here, in a departure 
from the uniform look of most gurdwaras, a small room containing Sri 
Guru Granth Sahib serves as the sanctum, and the covered verandah 
in front of this room is the congregation hall. The basement below the 
sanctum also houses Sri Guru Granth Sahib. A mention in the Twarikh 
Guru Khalsa suggests Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji visited this place, and 
another mention in the Malwe Da Sikh Itihas confirms it. 

Gurdwara Nanaksar Baoli Sahib
• dharamkot
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Bottom Shrine at 
Gurdwara Nanaksar 
Baoli Sahib  
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet 
Right Artwork of  
the Guru with  
Bhai Mardana  
© Phulan Rani/Panjab 
Digital Library
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locATeD oN A BuSy roAD froNT just a few kilometres outside Moga, this 
gurdwara is where Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji halted briefly after leaving 
Dharamkot. Malwe Da Sikh Itihas holds that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji and his 
companions rested at Fatehgarh Korotana after stopping in Dharamkot. 
The account states that it was the Guru who named this place Kalyansar 
because of a discourse he gave here, which is believed to have liberated the 
local population from a life filled with rituals and superstitions. 

Gurdwara Kalyansar Sahib
• Fatehgarh Korotana
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Left Gurdwara 
Kalyansar Sahib 
Bottom The shrine 
in the gurdwara  
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GurDwArA GuruSAr SAhIB celeBrATeS Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s visit to the 
village of Patto Hira Singh as well as subsequent visits made by Sri Guru 
Hargobind Ji, Sri Guru Har Rai Ji and Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji.
This atmospheric gurdwara built near a large pond in a quiet village 
is considered sacred because four of the 10 Sikh Gurus, including the 
founder of the faith, have blessed this ground with their presence. While 
rebuilding an earlier mud-and-brick structure in the year 1919, volunteers 
are said to have chanced upon old handwritten documents describing 
the visits of the Gurus. One of the two kareer trees on the premises is 
associated with Sri Guru Hargobind Ji, who is supposed to have tethered 
his horse to it. The other, located behind the shrine near the sarovar, is 
where Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji tied his horse on all of his visits.

Gurdwara Gurusar Sahib
• patto hira Singh
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Bottom Blessed 
rumala sahib  
at the shrine  
Right Gurdwara 
Gurusar Sahib 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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SaNgrur, a regioN bLeSSed by Sri guru NaNaK dev Ji’S presence, is 
located in the east of the Punjab. Amidst a cluster of villages, where 
agriculture is the main occupation, is Bhasour, a hamlet that is  
now sacred after Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji halted here on his way back 
from Sangrur.
The Malwa Da Sikh Itihas records the Guru’s visit to Bhasour. He 
had halted to rest awhile on a mound in Saidpur near Bhasour while 
returning from Sangrur. The Gurdwara Singh Sabha Sahib, located 
on a gentle swell of earth amidst lush, green fields, is believed to 
commemorate that visit. 
The gurdwara’s structure was completed much later using the generous 
donations and kar sewa (volunteer work) of the local community. 
Local folklore has it that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s visit in Bhasour also 
included a meeting and conversations with a Muslim pir. 
A well-tended grave which lies close to the gurdwara is believed to be 
where the mystic was laid to rest. 

Gurdwara Singh Sabha Sahib
• bhasour
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Right The holy 
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The GurDwArA SrI chAuBArA SAhIB JI stands in this village in memory 
of the Guru’s stay for 17 days here. More importantly, it is prominent 
for his recitation of a shabad rejecting the exclusion of women from 
religious life and including them at all times.  
On his visit to Mansoorpur, as Chhintanwala was known as then, Sri 
Guru Nanak Dev Ji was welcomed into the home of a very hospitable 
disciple called Chanan Mal Khattri. A unique relic in this gurdwara 
is the door of the chaubara (hut) in which the Guru stayed during 
his time here. The door has been preserved, and the life-sized relic is 
encased in glass inside the sanctum. Devotees pause by this holy door 
enshrined in the gurdwara for a viewing. The massive complex of the 
gurdwara includes a large sarovar, a sizeable langar hall and rooms to 
accommodate visitors who wish to stay a while. 

Gurdwara Sri Chaubara Sahib Ji
• chhintanwala, Nabha

Legend: Chanan Mal is said to have hosted a meal for  
some priests and scholars in honour of sri Guru nanak Dev 
Ji’s visit. While the meal was being served, his pregnant wife 
gave birth, and many of the priests began to leave as the 
place had become sutak (impure resulting from a birth or 
death). at this point, sri Guru nanak Dev Ji recited a shabad 
dispelling the prevailing fallacies surrounding impurity. the 
sutak composition is now one of the 24 pauris which form 
the Asa Di Vaar (Ballad of Hope), a sacred invocation sung 
in gurdwaras every morning.
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Left Gurdwara Sri 
Chaubara Sahib Ji 
Bottom Sacred drum  
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ThIS GurDwArA wAS BuIlT IN memory of a four-day stop that Sri Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji made at this location on his first Udasi.
Today, the gurdwara stands hemmed in by houses on all sides in a 
densely populated suburb of Sunam. Back then, it was a sylvan spot 
that spurred local legends about how it was blessed by the presence 
of the Guru.
In a legend corroborated by the Mahan Kosh as well as by Travels of 
Guru Nanak, the Guru is believed to have set up camp beside the stream 
that flowed past Sunam on his way from a village called Andana near 
Moonak. It was a busy time as the Guru, accompanied by Bhai Mardana 
and Bhai Bala*, was travelling to Nanakiana Sahib in Mangwal 
(Sangrur). After completing his first Udasi, he had planned to continue 
his journey to Sultanpur. Local lore has it that a Brahmin resident of 
Sunam, who was an ardent follower of the Guru, had requested him to 
stay with him and his aged mother. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji accepted the 
invitation and stayed with them for four days.

Gurdwara Sahib 
Patshahi Pehli

• Sunam
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Right The shrine at 
Gurdwara Sahib 
Patshahi Pehli 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet

* the presence of 
Bhai Bala during the 
Udasis is a matter 
of debate among 
historians.
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ThIS GurDwArA wAS coNSTrucTeD IN memory of Sri Guru Nanak Dev 
Ji’s visit to Kamalpur when he was returning to Sultanpur Lodhi from 
Jind. According to the Mahan Kosh,after visiting Bhagal, Cheeka and 
Kharodi in what is present-day Haryana, the 32-year-old Guru halted 
for some time in Jind (also in Haryana) before making his way to 
Kamalpur village in Dirba. He was nearing the end of his first Udasi and 
was on his way back to Sultanpur Lodhi with Bhai Mardana. According 
to some accounts, he stayed in Chhintanwala for a few days before going 
to Harike Pattan to meet his sister Bebe Nanki Ji. This modest gurdwara 
with a small langar hall is said to commemorate that visit.

Gurdwara Sri Nanaksar Sahib
• Kamalpur, dirba

ThIS GurDwArA STANDS IN hoNour of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s visit to 
this location on his way from Jind to Sultanpur Lodhi. Both the sixth 
and ninth Gurus are also said to have visited here.
According to the Mahan Kosh the young Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji halted 
briefly in Jind in Haryana before arriving in Kamalpur towards the 
end of his first Udasi. Located on a busy road on the outskirts of the 
village, a couple of kilometres short of Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib, 
this gurdwara has a large sarovar located at the back of the complex. 
And as the name suggests, the gurdwara was later visited by Sri Guru 
Hargobind Ji while on his way to Delhi from Amritsar, and by Sri Guru 
Tegh Bahadur Ji when he was leaving for Assam.

Gurdwara Patshahi Pehli, Chhevi 
Ate Nauvi Sahib

• Kamalpur, dirba
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Bottom Gurdwara 
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gehLaN viLLage iS a TiNy SpoT in the historic district of Bhawanigarh. 
Its size belies its sacred status following a visit by the first Guru. The 
Gurdwara Sangatsar Sahib was constructed to mark the presence of 
Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji in Gehlan on his travels through Bhawanigarh. 
Located on a main street in the village, the gurdwara, which stands on 
hallowed ground following the Guru’s visit, has been recently renovated 
and wears a fresh look. The oral legend of the Guru’s visit has found 
mention in the travelogue Gur Tirath Cycle Yatra, a journey tracing Sri 
Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s trail to historic Sikh places undertaken by Bhai 
Dhanna Singh Chehil Patialvi in 1930–35.
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Left Gurdwara 
Sangatsar Sahib 
Top The holy shrine  
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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Gurdwara Sangatsar Sahib
• gehlan, bhawanigarh



‘Only by reciting the name of God 
would one be able to free oneself 

from eternal bondage.’ 
Sri Guru Granth Sahib, page 129

Source: Guru Nanak – His Life and Teachings 

by 

Roopinder Singh

‘It is not easy to tell who sins – he 
who eats flesh or he who excludes 

flesh from his diet. Those who 
forswear flesh and hold their noses 
when near it might have no qualms 

about devouring their fellowmen 
under the cover of darkness…’

Sri Guru Granth Sahib, page 1289

Source: Guru Nanak – His Life and Teachings 

by 

Roopinder Singh
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ThiS maJeSTic gurdwara marKS a visit Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji made 
here on an Udasi. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji is believed to have travelled 
east from Saidpur (now Eminabad in Pakistan) and crossed the rivers 
Ravi, Beas and Sutlej before arriving in Mangwal via Malerkotla 
and Chhintanwala in Nabha. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji encouraged 
the congregation in the village to work hard and live a life free of 
superstition. Sri Guru Hargobind Ji is said to have visited in 1616, and 
the tree to which he tied his horse to still flourishes at the far end of 
the complex. Gurdwara Nanakiana Sahib is housed in an expansive 
high-walled complex on the highway that skirts Mangwal. The complex 
includes a sarovar surrounded on all sides by a broad parikrama, 
colonnaded corridors and a sizeable langar hall providing meals round 
the clock. Rooms are also available for devotees wishing to stay. 

Gurdwara Nanakiana Sahib
• mangwal
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ThIS GurDwArA GleAmS in white amidst a thicket of tropical trees. With a 
flight of steps leading to it, the structure is a majestic sight. According to 
local legend, this gurdwara commemorates a visit Sri Guru Nanak Dev 
Ji made while he was passing through Sangrur on his journey eastwards. 
The earlier structure of the gurdwara was built with lakhauri bricks 
(also known as nanakshahi bricks), which lent its name to the gurdwara. 
Today, it has been plastered over and enclosed to build a row of rooms 
for visitors. Sri Guru Granth Sahib has been installed in the large 
unblemished building adjacent to these rooms. Located on the peripheral 
road of dusty Bahadurpur village, the well-tended Gurdwara Bunga 
Sahib has a big langar hall where meals are served round the clock.

Gurdwara Bunga Sahib
• bahadurpur

eighTeeN KiLomeTreS From SaNgrur ciTy, in the village of Kanjla, stands 
a gurdwara built to celebrate a visit not only by Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji 
but by two other Sikh Gurus as well. Local folklore tells us that the Guru 
had visited this place perhaps during his first Udasi. The word jhirra 
means a dense forest in Punjabi, and during Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s 
time, this area would have been a woodland, giving the shrine its name. 
The gurdwara was also once known as Gurdwara Tharra Sahib, possibly 
referencing to a platform from where the Guru may have addressed the 
congregation. A century after Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji, the sixth Guru, 
Sri Guru Hargobind Ji is said to have visited the spot from Bhaike Drolli 
in 1617 with 101 cavalrymen. By some accounts, the ninth Guru Sri 
Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji also came here in 1722 after visiting Gurdwara 
Nanakiana Sahib and Gurdwara Akoi Sahib. 

Gurdwara Jhirra Sahib
• Kanjhla
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Top Gurdwara 
Bunga Sahib   
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Bottom Gurdwara 
Jhirra Sahib  
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The viLLage oF ghaNNaur JaTTaN sits on the left bank of the Ghaggar 
branch of the Sirhand Canal. It is colloquially known as Tall Ghanaur. 
Though this large shrine is closely associated with visits by the sixth and 
ninth Gurus, local legends hold that they were tracing Sri Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji’s footsteps across the state. With the Ghaggar River flowing 
peacefully nearby, the shrine’s sprawling complex with its twin nishan 
sahib (pennants) is surrounded by abundant fields on all its other sides. 
The towering structure of Gurdwara Ghanaur Sahib, with an ancient 
kendu (ebony) tree on one side, dominates the skyline in these parts. It 
is home to a large sarovar with painted likenesses of the Gurus in the 
corridor to the back, and a spacious langar hall open round the clock. 
Two karir trees on premises are said to have grown from the wooden 
posts to which Sri Guru Hargobind Ji tied his horse on his visit – these 
trees are held sacred by the local community. 
Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji is also believed to have stopped here briefly 
while touring Malwa.

Gurdwara Ghanaur Sahib
• Tall ghanaur
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Sri guru NaNaK dev Ji’S Sacred JourNeyS on his Udasis, took him all 
over Punjab and the country, and while he was on his second Udasi, he 
visited various places in the Punjab also.
A longstanding local tradition and a mention in the Twarikh Guru 
Khalsa holds that the first Guru came to these parts while he was on his 
way from Chhintanwala to Malerkotla. Tired from his long journey, he 
stopped and rested around this place and a devotee named Mai Bholi 
tended to him. Ever since, this spot has come to be regarded as holy, and 
a shrine named Gurdwara Jhirra Sahib was built there in 1894. Today, 
a spacious new congregational hall has been built across the charming 
gurdwara which is located in grounds dotted with bountiful jamun 
trees. A langar hall named after Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji completes this 
complex located deep in the beautiful countryside of Sangrur. 

Gurdwara Jhirra Sahib
• Kherri Jattan

for cloSe To ThIrTy yeArS, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji travelled around 
Punjab and the rest of Asia, and from time to time, he would stop in a 
small village, or sometimes even a jungle, to rest and teach his message 
of peace and brotherhood to the people of that locality. The spot he 
preached from would be sanctified by his presence, and this particular 
shrine was similarly built to honour a visit Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji made 
to Dhadhogal village in the Sangrur district.
Local lore suggests that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji may have rested here 
while visiting various places of different faiths in Sangrur. This roomy 
double-storey shrine is located in Sangrur’s lush, green countryside, 
and the complex also houses a langar hall. According to the sewadars 
of the shrine, the reru tree (Acacia leucophloea) on the premises bears 
pods containing seeds with a sweetish taste instead of the usually bitter 
variety because this ground was blessed by the Guru’s divine presence. 

Gurdwara Nanakpura Sahib
• dhadhogal
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parTiaLLy hiddeN From view by a caverNouS veraNdah covered with 
a corrugated canopy, Gurdwara Sidhana Sahib is associated with Sri 
Guru Nanak Dev Ji by an age-old oral legend. It is said that the first 
Guru made this ground, surrounded by verdant acreage, sacred by 
his footfalls. The large complex houses the main sanctum with an 
anteroom which has a mirror-work likeness of Sri Guru Gobind Singh 
Ji on one side. The spacious langar hall is located between a landscaped 
garden and the open space in front of the sanctum. Rooms are available 
inside the gurdwara complex. 
Occasions like Puran Mashi (full moon) and Gurpurab (the birth and 
death anniversaries of the Gurus), especially Sri Guru Nanak Dev 
Ji’s birth anniversaries, see a large number of devotees visiting this 
beautiful shrine. Hola Mohalla, which is celebrated on the day after 
Holi, and the Jor Mela, held in memory of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji’s 
two younger sons who were bricked alive, are equally well attended.

• Khurana

The wATerS of The SereNe sarovar at Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib lap 
gently at the foot of the structure as the faithful go about their prayers 
in this spot visited by the first Guru.
The original structure in Cheema is a charming old gurdwara on the 
edge of a massive sarovar. It was built under the watchful eye of Sant 
Attar Singh, a devout Sikh, who laid its foundation in 1911, in memory 
of the Guru’s visit according to prevailing oral folklore. The enormous 
new Darbar Sahib (sanctum) has been under construction since 2010, 
and a huge dome flanked by two small ones crowns the 150-foot-high 
ceiling, which is supported by a many-arched façade. 
Tipped to be the tallest gurdwara in the region once it is complete, 
the kar sewa is being carried out keeping environmental concerns in 
mind. Officials overseeing the construction state that the shrine will 
be completed without using either marble or gold as materials. The 
sprawling grounds house a huge substantial langar hall, modern utilities 
and amenities and rooms for pilgrims. 

Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib
• cheema

Gurdwara Sidhana Sahib  
Patshahi Pehli
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Bottom Artwork 
showing the  
Guru making this 
spot sacred by  
his footfalls  
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Top Gurdwara 
Nanaksar Sahib  
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A ShorT DISTANce from SANGrur on the road to Nabha is a place 
where Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji is believed to have rested on his way to 
Chhintanwala. Oral legend has it that this shrine is where he performed 
his morning ablutions. Surrounded by verdant grounds and landscaped 
gardens, this gurdwara is named after the datan (a twig used to clean 
the teeth) that the Guru may have used while he was here. A museum 
has been recently constructed on the top floor of the main gateway, and 
two flights of stairs flanking the insides of the gate lead to the narrow 
galley-like space. The surfaces of the walls here are lined with paintings 
from the lives of the Sikh Gurus and include artworks of battle scenes. 

Gurdwara Datansar Sahib
• bhalwan
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Bottom Gurdwara 
Datansar Sahib 
Right A painting in 
the gurdwara 
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Sri guru NaNaK dev Ji’S udaSiS not only took him across the length and 
breadth of India but also to many parts of west Asia, and it is believed 
that he met a Muslim mystic from Bhadalwadh in Punjab in Mecca. 
This shrine commemorates not only the visit that Sri Guru Nanak Dev 
Ji paid to the mystic when he came back to India, but also his open mind 
and heart and willingness to learn from others. The Muslim fakir was 
on a Hajj pilgrimage in Mecca, and the two holy men engaged in many 
philosophical and spiritual debates. Drawn to the Guru’s personality 
and way of thinking, the fakir invited him to his village near Sangrur. 
Later, when Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji came to Chhintanwala in Nabha, 
he made it a point to keep his word. Nearly a 100 years later, Sri Guru 
Hargobind Ji would follow in Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s footsteps while on 
his way to Gurdwara Nanakiana Sahib. Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji also 
reportedly rested here en route to Jahangir village via Babbanpur. The 
jand tree (Prosopis cineraria) to which the ninth Guru is believed to have 
tied his horse still survives in the complex. Its leafy canopy falls across 
the wall of the shrine near the access archway. 

Gurdwara Charansar Sahib
• bhadalwadh, dhuri
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gurdwara gurSagar Sri guru NaNaK Sahib Ji maSTuaNa enshrines a 
long-held belief that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji visited this place when he was 
in Sangrur. This shrine is located on the road from Sangrur to Barnala, 
and is one of the several structures in a colossal complex established by 
Sant Attar Singh. It includes a sarovar, langar halls, serais (inns) and 
offices to oversee the management of the place. The foundation of the 
present gurdwara was laid in 1959 as per available photographic evidence. 
The main sanctum, decorated in brilliant mirror work, is fronted by a 
flawless, spacious and high-ceilinged hall. A flight of stairs flanking the 
entrance leads to a viewing gallery that wraps around the upper part of 
the hall. The section above the entrance, overlooking the sanctum, houses 
a small but well-tended repository of Attar Singh’s personal effects and 
memorabilia. Today the gurdwara is one of the most prominent shrines in 
Sangrur and sees many visitors on festival days, especially on the three-
day Jor Mela in January every year.

Gurdwara Gursagar Sri Guru 
Nanak Sahib Ji Mastuana

• mastuana

a devout sikh whose contribution to the faith 
was immense, attar singh established a school in 
the same complex as the gurdwara. it was later 
upgraded to a college and continues to operate 
from the same premises.
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Right Devotees 
at the shrine 
at Gurdwara 
Gursagar Sri Guru 
Nanak Sahib Ji 
Mastuana  
© Puneetinder Kaur 
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gurdwara aKoi Sahib hoNourS The viSiTS that four of the 10 Gurus, 
starting with Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji, made to these parts.
The first Guru is said to have rested at this location in 1508 when it was 
nothing but a dense jungle. Attracted by his singing, people living in the 
vicinity gathered around him, offering him food and water. The Mahan 
Kosh states that when he learned that this area did not have a name, 
he called it Akoi Sahib. He also requested those who had collected 
there to establish a dharmsaal to help spread his message of universal 
brotherhood. According to some accounts, after a short rest, he went on 
to Kanjhla. 
Sri Guru Hargobind Ji’s visit in 1616 finds mention in all three accounts 
that document the Gurus’ lives – Mahan Kosh, Malwe Da Sikh Itihas 
and Twarikh Guru Khalsa. These accounts suggest that he was going to 
Nanakmatta (in present-day Uttarkhand) from Amritsar and came to 
Akoi Sahib to honour the devotion displayed by one Manak Chand, an 
ardent follower who lived in the village. Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji is said 
to have visited during as is Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji.

Gurdwara Akoi Sahib
• akoi Sahib
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Right Gurdwara 
Akoi Sahib  
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ThiS ShriNe marKS a brieF haLT ThaT Sri guru NaNaK dev Ji made in this 
village while on his way to Nankiana Sahib in Sangrur.
According to local tradition, the Guru rested under a peepal tree 
beside a pond on the thickly forested outskirts of the village, then 
called Jhingarh Jagerra. Following his visit, the village came to be 
called Nanakpur Jagerra, a fact corroborated by both Malwe Da Sikh 
Itihas as well as the Encyclopedia of Sikhism..Located on SH 11, the 
highway connecting Ludhiana to Sangrur, and surrounded by orchards, 
Gurdwara Manji Sahib Patshahi Pehli Ate Chhevi is also believed to 
have been visited by Sri Guru Hargobind Ji after he was released from 
imprisonment at the Gwalior Fort by the Mughal emperor Jahangir. 

Gurdwara Manji Sahib Patshahi 
Pehli Ate Chhevi

• Jagerra
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Right Gurdwara 
Manji Sahib 
Patshahi Pehli Ate 
Chhevi 
© Puneetinder Kaur 
Sidhu/Lonely Planet

Following sri Guru nanak Dev Ji visit, 
the village came to be called nanakpur 
Jagerra. The Gurdwara Manji Sahib 
Patshahi Pehli ate Chhevi marks his visit.
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the complex has a large sarovar 
adjoining the spacious gurdwara, 
and a langar hall that provides food 
around the clock.

gurdwara NaNaKSar Sahib commemoraTeS Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s 
four-day stay in this village on his way from Kiratpur Sahib. Sri Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji rested briefly where Gurdwara Gau Ghat Sahib now 
stands in Ludhiana. He then continued to Thakarwal and stayed there 
for a few days. The village of Thakarwal is said to be named after one 
Mahant Thakur Dass, originally from Rajasthan, who was initiated 
into his spiritual mentor’s order in Prayagraj. When his mentor died, a 
battle for succession ensued, and Thakur Dass was left out in the cold. A 
learned albeit haughty man, he left Prayagraj and established a separate 
dera in Ludhiana. According to local legend, it was his meeting and 
subsequent engagement with Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji that taught him 
humility, and he went on to serve the Guru as a follower. 
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Left Gurdwara 
Nanaksar Sahib  
Top Sacred objects 
in the shrine 
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• Thakarwal

Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib
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ThiS gurdwara ceLebraTeS Sri guru NaNaK dev Ji’S viSiT to Ludhiana 
with his companions Bhai Mardana and Bhai Bala*.
This impressive edifice is located in a crammed suburb of Ludhiana 
and was built in memory of a visit Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji made to 
these parts in 1515. In fact, the origins of both Gurdwara Khuhisar 
Sahib and Gurdwara Damdama Sahib lie in the same legend. As in 
neighbouring Dhandra, the Guru was welcomed in Dugri with similar 
warmth and reverence. The multi-storyed marble structure encloses 
a deep baoli within its newly renovated complex. The sanctum has 
been temporarily shifted to a building across the road while the shrine 
receives finishing touches.

Gurdwara Damdama Sahib
• dugri
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Left Gurdwara 
Damdama Sahib 
Top A painting of 
Sri Guru Nanak 
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* the presence of Bhai 
Bala during the Udasis 
is a matter of debate 
among historians.
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ThIS GurDwArA eNShrINeS an ancient well dating to Sri Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji’s time, which he is said to have used.  There is a strong local belief 
that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji halted on the outskirts of Dhandra village 
and was warmly welcomed and offered hospitality by the residents. The 
gurdwara building in this crowded neighbourhood was built in 1995, and 
the courtyard encloses a khooh (well) covered by a conical iron cage. It is 
possible that the Guru may have drawn water from this well. This visit is 
also said to coincide with the visit he made to Ludhiana in November 1515.

Gurdwara Khuhisar Sahib 
Patshahi Pehli

• dhandra

ThIS ShrINe STANDS IN memory of a stop Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji made on 
his way to Gau Ghat Sahib on the Budha Nullah on his way from Dugri.
Seemingly crammed between two shops in the congested Trankan Wala 
Bazar in the Iqbalganj area of Ludhiana, this narrow building is said to 
be where Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji rested on his way to Gau Ghat Sahib 
from Dugri. There is no written evidence of this visit, but a strong local 
tradition draws devotees to Gurdwara Iqbalganj Sahib. The gurdwara 
once housed a well that has, in recent years, been filled up; the resident 
sewadar now lives in a room constructed over the well.

Gurdwara Iqbalganj Sahib
• Ludhiana city
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Top The shrine  
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ThiS ShriNe marKS The SiTe where the Afghan governor of Ludhiana 
called upon Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji when he stopped briefly on the 
banks of the River Sutlej.
Located in the older sections of Ludhiana, Gurdwara Gau Ghat Sahib 
is built on the banks of the Budha Nullah, a stream that flows through 
parts of the city. You can reach the gurdwara through a maze of narrow 
alleys, and you enter through a large sandstone gateway embellished 
with motifs on bas relief. The entrance opens into a complex that 
includes the sanctum, a sarovar, a langar hall and a multi-storyed serai 
(inn). A pictorial depiction of the Afghan official’s visit hangs above the 
main doorway of the gurdwara.

legend an afghan administrator of the 
region is said to have paid sri Guru nanak 
Dev Ji a visit while he rested on the banks 
of the Sutlej, not far from the Ludhiana 
Fort. Local lore has it that the afghan was 
concerned about the soil erosion around the 
city because of the proximity of the Sutlej. 
the Guru advised him to rule the people of 
the town justly and wisely so that they might 
prosper and to leave the rest to God. Over 
time, the river is believed to have gradually 
changed course.

Gurdwara Gau Ghat Sahib
• Ludhiana city
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Left Gurdwara Gau 
Ghat Sahib  
Bottom Artwork 
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ThIS GurDwArA wAS BuIlT To hoNour an overnight visit Sri Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji made in Sodhiwal village, which was also known as 
Guru Da Dhab.
The towering, tiled gurdwara is located deep in Jagraon’s bucolic 
countryside. One of the two nishan sahibs hoisted in front of the 
gurdwara is in honour of the Guru’s visit here. The baoli which lends 
its name to the shrine has been encompassed in the adjoining sarovar 
on the sprawling premises. The langar hall is located at the back of the 
building. A cluster of rooms for visitors and resident sewadars can be 
found on the far end of the complex. Later, Sri Guru Hargobind Ji would 
follow in Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s footsteps and live in this place for 
three months. Pleased with the warmth and devotion of the villagers, he 
is believed to have blessed the place. 

Gurdwara Baoli Sahib
• Sodhiwal, Jagraon

NAmeD AfTer A huGe AND ANcIeNT BANyAN Tree on the premises, 
Gurdwara Bohar Sahib was built to celebrate the three days that Sri 
Guru Nanak Dev Ji lived here.
A reference in the Malwe Da Sikh Itihas suggests that Sri Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji stayed here for three days after meeting a man called Nikka Ram 
at his dharmshala close by, making this ground blessed. Emphasising 
this sacredness, local legend states that in 1941, a dead banyan tree on 
the premises suddenly sprouted leaves. This rejuvenation is said to have 
been witnessed by two villagers, Mull Singh and Amar Singh, and ever 
since that time, the banyan tree has been greatly revered. 

• agwar Lopo, Jagraon
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Top Gurdwara Baoli 
Sahib  
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Bottom The banyan 
tree at Gurdwara 
Bohar Sahib 
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oNce A DeNSe foreST, the village of Kothe Lakhi Jungle is now home to 
a shrine that commemorates a visit that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji made 
here. There are a number of stories about the origin of the name of this 
village, and a strong local belief holds that the Guru recited the Sri Japji 
Sahib, the morning prayer in the Sikh tradition, one lakh times while he 
was here. By other accounts, this was once a thickly forested area with 
lakhs of trees. This gurdwara was also visited by Sri Guru Hargobind Ji 
(the sixth Guru), Sri Guru Har Rai Ji (the seventh Guru) and Sri Guru 
Gobind Singh Ji (the tenth Guru), who is believed to have composed a 
shabad on his visit to Lakhi Jungle. The premises of the shrine include a 
massive sarovar as well as a langar hall that is open round the clock.

Gurdwara Lakhi Jungle Sahib
• Kothe Lakhi Jungle, mehma Sarja

ThiS gurdwara commemoraTeS viSiTS to this location by Sri Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji, Sri Guru Hargobind Ji and Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji according to 
the printed history displayed in the gurdwara. The founder of the faith 
came to this place to engage with resident Siddhs and to understand their 
spiritual ideology and way of life better. Sri Guru Hargobind Ji, the sixth 
Guru, followed in Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s footsteps. It was Sri Guru 
Gobind Singh Ji who is said to have named the shrine. Local tradition states 
that he visited the place while he was living in the neighbouring village of 
Chak Fateh Singh Wala for a week. He learnt about a lactating cow, known 
as a laweri in Punjabi, that had protected her newborn calf from wild 
animals. He named the shrine Lawerisar in this hallowed spot. 

Gurdwara Lawerisar Sahib
• Kachi bhucho, bhucho Khurd
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ThiS ShriNe iN The middLe oF a Large Sarovar is said to commemorate 
Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s visit to Talwandi Sabo in the Bathinda district 
on his second Udasi.
The gurdwara is located in a street that goes past the outer wall of 
Gurdwara Damdama Sahib, the most sacred gurdwara in Talwandi 
Sabo. Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib was built in the middle of a large 
sarovar, its strikingly pretty, four-storey structure appearing to glide 
on the water. Connected to the parikrama by a causeway, the gurdwara 
gives the impression of the Sri Harmandir Sahib in Amritsar at first 
glance. A short walk from Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib, a multi-storey, 
circular shrine built in honour of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji is being 
completed and will soon welcome the faithful.

Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib
• Talwandi Sabo
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the gurdwara, located beside a large 
pond in the Lambhwali village was 
subsequently visited by sri Guru 
Hargobind Ji and sri Guru Gobind 
singh Ji as well, and is referred to as 
Gurdwara sri akaalgarh sahib Patshahi 
Pehli, Chhevi and Dasvi.

This gurdwara is built at the spot where Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji rested 
for some time on one of his journeys with Bhai Mardana.
Once the weary travellers made camp in the semi-arid region of 
Faridkot. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji requested Bhai Mardana to fetch some 
drinking water from a saint living by the sand dunes in the vicinity. 
The holy man, said to be somewhat overweight and lethargic, refused to 
get up and give Bhai Mardana any water, asking him instead to wait for 
his disciple to return. Bhai Mardana asked for water multiple times but 
returned without quenching his thirst and narrated his experience to 
the Guru, who then accompanied him to the holy man. Sri Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji is said to have asked the holy man why he was sprawled out like a 
saraal (common sand boa) and would not give Bhai Mardana the water 
himself. Local legend has it that on hearing these words from the Guru, 
the saint thought he’d been cursed and begged forgiveness. 

Gurdwara Sri Akaalgarh Sahib 
Patshahi Pehli, Chhevi  
and Dasvi

• Lambhwali, Jaito (Faridkot)
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ThIS GurDwArA commemorATeS a visit Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji made to 
Mamdot while returning to Kartarpur from Kanganpur in the Kasur 
district, which is now in Pakistan. 
Gurdwara Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji Niwas in Mamdot is less than 30 years 
old and was built by the Sikh community in memory of a stop Sri Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji made in this village, once known as Mohammadot, a few 
kilometres from the Pakistan border with India. This small shrine does 
not mark a precise site, and according to a reference in a janamsakhi, 
the Guru is reported to have engaged in deliberations with several 
people of different faiths and philosophies while he was here.

Gurdwara Sri Guru Nanak  
Niwas Sahib

• mamdot (Ferozpur)

ThIS GurDwArA eNShrINeS the mound on which Sri Guru Nanak Dev 
Ji engaged in a debate with a venerable Naga sadhu when he visited 
the village of Sarai Naga. A couple of flights of stairs lead to the top of 
the former tibba (mound), where a hoary van (Salvadora oleoides) tree 
bursts skywards through the roof of the shrine. It is under the canopy 
of this tree planted beside a pond that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji rested. 
A man afflicted with leprosy called Karmu is also said to have resided 
here. Accompanied by Bhai Mardana, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji stayed here 
for six days during which, it is believed Karmu’s condition improved 
tremendously, due in no small measure to the Guru’s presence. This 
village is also known for being the birthplace of Bhai Lehna (Sri Guru 
Angad Dev Ji), who would go on to succeed Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji. 

Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib
• Sarai Naga (Sri muktsar Sahib)
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ThIS GurDwArA wAS BuIlT IN memory of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s visit to 
Batt Tirth, an ancient pilgrimage site consisting of a deep pool of water 
to the north of the village of Haripura. Legend has it that a demonic 
being was frightening the villagers by burning down their homes every 
six months. They appealed to Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji for deliverance 
from this torture, and the Guru asked them to pray and continue with 
their daily lives without fear. Sensing his imminent loss of power, the 
demon is believed to have threatened Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji as well but 
eventually succumbed to his powerful presence. 

the beautiful Gurdwara Batt 
tirth sahib, which boasts of 
a large sarovar, was built in 
honour of the Guru’s visit.
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Bottom & Right 
Gurdwara Batt 
Tirth Sahib  
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Gurdwara Batt Tirth Sahib
• haripura (Fazilka)
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ThiS gurdwara marKS Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s week-long stay in the 
village of Isherhail. The marble edifice of Gurdwara Sri Theh Sahib 
was constructed just off the state highway connecting Chandigarh to 
the Fatehgarh Sahib district, and the gleaming building can be spotted 
from a distance. The gurdwara is largely associated with Sri Guru Tegh 
Bahadur Ji, the ninth Guru, who reportedly stopped here on his way 
to Delhi from Ropar. Subsequently, his son Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji 
also halted here when returning from Patna to Anandpur Sahib. Local 
tradition, confirmed by a mention in the Encyclopedia of Sikhism, states 
that Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji stayed in this village for seven days. The 
shrine here is named after the theh (mound) next to the pond on which 
the Guru would possibly have rested. 

Gurdwara Sri Theh Sahib
• isherhail, mukarampur (Fatehgarh Sahib)
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ThIS GurDwArA IS ASSocIATeD wITh The leGeND of Pir Budhan Shah, a 
Sufi saint believed to have become a follower of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s. 
The luminous structure of Gurdwara Charan Kamal Sahib is located in 
Kiratpur Sahib, a town founded on the banks of the Sutlej River by the 
sixth Guru, Sri Guru Hargobind Ji. Built on a raised platform reached 
by climbing a long flight of steps, the shrine marks the hillock on which 
Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji met Baba Budhan Shah, a great admirer. The 
mystic is said to have offered the Guru a bowlful of milk, of which Sri 
Guru Nanak Dev Ji consumed only half. The other half, local traditions 
say, was consumed nearly a century later by Bhai Gurditta, the son of Sri 
Guru Hargobind Ji – just as Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji prophesied.

Gurdwara Charan Kamal Sahib
• Kiratpur Sahib (roopnagar)
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ThIS hIllTop ShrINe IS ASSocIATeD with a visit Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji is 
said to have made during his fourth Udasi to Fatehpur Kothi to debate 
with the Siddhs of the Nath tradition.
Built on a hillock, the scenic Gurdwara Peerbala Sahib lies deep in the 
wooded foothills of the Shivalik range near Hoshiarpur. Legends say 
this is where the Guru met with the spiritually inclined ruler of Ujjain, 
Raja Bharthari, a follower of the Nath yogis. A popular figure in Punjabi 
folklore, Bharthari was betrothed to the princess of Junagadh, and he 
received a message that he was required to be in Junagadh within a day 
to marry her or she would die. Exhausting all his other options, the 
desperate ruler is believed to have finally reached her with Sri Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji’s help. 

Gurdwara Peerbala Sahib
• Fatehpur Kothi, mahipalpur (hoshiarpur)
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ThIS GurDwArA wAS BuIlT IN memory of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s debates 
with the Siddhs who lived and meditated in the forests in this region. 
Located in the same period as the legend of Raja Bharthari, Sri Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji is believed to have stayed in this village and engaged 
with a group of Siddhs living here. The small, flat-roofed gurdwara is 
surrounded by forests on one side, and a smallish enclosure honouring 
the Siddh tradition is set next to it. An ancient falahi (Acacia modesta) 
tree with a massive canopy still stands in the complex, and the Guru 
and the Siddhs would have probably debated and exchanged ideas under 
its shady boughs. 

Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib
• Sarangwal, mahilpur (hoshiarpur)
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ThIS GurDwArA commemorATeS A BrIef halt that Sri Guru Nanak Dev 
Ji made in the village of Hakimpura. This lovely shrine, replete with all 
the charms of its pastoral setting, was built to honour Sri Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji’s visit here on his fourth and last Udasi. He was subsequently 
followed here in November 1655 by Sri Guru Har Rai Ji, the seventh 
Guru, when he was on his way from Kartarpur to Kiratpur Sahib with 
2200 horsemen. The ninth Guru, Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji, is also said 
to have paid a visit while on his way to Anandpur Sahib. A considerably 
large sarovar is set a little distance away from the shrine and hosts many 
visitors on new moon and full moon days. 

Gurdwara Nanaksar Sahib
• hakimpura, Shaheed bhagat Singh Nagar (Nawanshahar)
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